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 The many applications of Nanotechnology will be discussed in Portugal
19th and 20th October

Braga

INL SUMMIT DEBATES 
NANOTECNOLOGY

For the third year in a row, INL Summit organized by the Nanotechnology International 
Iberian Laboratory (INL) will occur over the next moth, in the city of Braga, located in the 
north of Portugal, between the day of 19th and 20th of October. Under the theme 
“Nanotechnology: The new Economy” this exquisite event will gather highly skilled  
professionals  from diverse areas, acknowledged nationally and internationally. Together 
they will discuss the impact and Nanotechnology’s contribution to society today and in 
the days to come.

For two days, politicians, economists, scientists, investors and entrepreneurs amongst 
other personalities of different areas will debate the way nanotechnology is reshaping 
the future of global economy.

“Nanotechnology: The new Economy” will have presentation of case studies, 
predicaments about future trends in the area, new challenges and further developments 
that have been achieved in this field. On the 19th October, Thursday the conferences 
will star with the theme “Science: not fiction” and continues with “Nanotechnology and 
the 4th industrial revolution”. The next day, Friday , the 20th, the debate starts with 
“Nanotechnology: Art, Design and Education” and then they will discuss the impact of 
nanotechnology in the economy.

Nanotechnology is transforming the way society produces, consumes, communicate and 
actually lives. Celular implants, nanomachines capable of entering the human body and 
erradicaste fully blown virus and bacterial diseases, 3D impression of human organs 
and many other things that seemed to be available only in Scy-FY will be tools of our 
everyday lives tomorrow.

INL, the Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory is the major hub in Portugal and one of the 
largest in the world to develop I&D in the Nanotechnology in four areas: health, food, 
environment and nanoeletrics. It contains diverse teams of 28 nationalyties.

INL Summit is one of the largest events fully dedicated to Nanotechnology in Portugal. 
Occurs on the 19th and 29th of October, at Theatro Circo in Braga.

For more information: www.summit2017.inl.int. 




